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(Already today: so many great ideas to incorporate in active learning classes!)
First-year Calculus Environment:

Lecture theatres seating 200-250 students.

(Any rooms like that you know?)
Challenge: Deciding during a class how well all students are able to apply what they have learned.
Success: Qlicker/Clickers are great: instant class-wide feedback.

With difficult problems, pairing then re-asking is even more powerful.
Challenge: Giving students who want something that goes beyond the course material.

(But isn’t much extra work for the instructional team.)
Partial success: Student videos of practice problem solutions.

Failure: Weekly mathematics puzzle problems from a puzzle site.
Challenge:
Reminding students (and me!) that even in a math class, we all bring in our multi-dimensional humanity into the class with us.

From Cynthia Pruss’ talk:
“Make students feel like they are heard through different techniques.”
Brought you joy: saw my sister and went with my dad to Montreal to watch a Habs game
Brought you joy: Midterm being over
Brought you joy: Felt like the 171 midterm went really well
Helpful strategies: The materials on Paul's Online notes actually help me a lot on self-pre-study of the Calculus 1
I find all this studying is making me very tired. I'm always napping lol.
Helpful strategies: The course videos are really helpful.
Helpful strategies: I like good tutorial sessions. And webwork is good too,
Brought you joy: Walking down by the water and enjoying a gelato by the harbour :)
Any anxieties? Im great!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Helpful strategies: I think that the clicker questions are very helpful!
Brought you joy: Had a good midterm!
To be honest, I do not prefer the hybrid format. I wish the professor would cover and teach more complex problems in class.
Brought you joy: Ban had had really good muffins one morning
I am a bit confused with this weeks stuff
Helpful strategies: This week was pretty good! The first midterm went way better than expected
but to be honest I did put in a lot of time to study.
Super excited to see what the year crest will be.
The practice problem (blank and solutions) format is the most helpful thing within the course.
Accomplishment: completing a 50 by 50 kakuro.
I wish our TAs would move a bit faster as we do not have time for more difficult problems.
Thanks to the many postdocs, teaching fellows and junior faculty who came along on this experimental ride!
Open floor: any techniques in large lectures that have addressed these or other challenges?
Next up: Wrap-up and Closing!